Flow cytometry is a sensitive technique for assessing specific components of platelet function, including
degranulation, receptor signaling and surface protein activation.
Platelet activation results in changes in platelet
shape, degranulation, and signaling, including calcium flux, and protein phosphorylation. Agonists
such as thrombin or ADP bind protease-activated
receptors (in human platelets, PAR-1 and PAR-4)
or purinergic receptors (P2Y12), respectively, to induce platelet activation. In unlabeled whole blood
or platelet-rich plasma samples, changes in platelet shape or granularity are measured as a shift in
forward scatter and side scatter profile, respectively, on a flow cytometry instrument. Fluorescent antibodies are used to label surface P-Selectin
(CD62P), whose expression is increased following
alpha granule secretion, as well as conformationally-active platelet glycoprotein, GPIIb-IIIa. Flow
cytometry is performed to measure the shift in
fluorescence in agonist-treated samples relative to
control-treated samples, indicative of platelet activation. Receptor-mediated signaling, such as calcium flux, cAMP levels, or protein phosphorylation
(e.g., VASP), can also be measured.
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Flow cytometry is utilized to evaluate markers of platelet activation following in vitro agonist stimulation in
healthy donor platelets, or to assess patient platelet
response to a panel of agonists.
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MLM Medical Labs® routinely utilizes multi-color
flow cytometry to evaluate platelet activation in
whole blood, platelet-rich plasma, or washed platelets following agonist or drug treatment.
Routine Platelet Testing by Flow Cytometry
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Histograms are generated to highlight platelet responses to a panel of agonists following inhibitor
treatment.
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